
ABOUT INTERPRETATION PANELS

ABOUT INTERPRETATION
This paper acts as an introduction to 
commissioning external interpretation 
panels. It covers artwork & design 
considerations, issues to think about in 
the design process and what size panel 
is appropriate.  Sign materials and fixing 
structures are also considered.
Shelley Signs have extensive experience 
—please do call to discuss your project.

We are happy to share our knowledge!

SHELLEY DESIGN
Shelley Signs have a full in-house design team who specialise in interpretation design. 
A chat through your requirements often helps but we can get involved at whatever 
stage suits you. As an introduction:
• COMPONENT PARTS. You can supply any combination of final text, illustrations, 

pictures, graphics and maps for Shelley to pull together into an attractive design. If 
you have a clear idea of the proposed layout please let us know. Otherwise, leave 
our creative team to do their job!

• NATURAL HISTORY ILLUSTRATIONS. Many clients can provide a list of species 
that may be seen in their open space but can’t provide the images. At Shelley 
we have a large library of both watercolour illustrations and photographs. If you 
have a preferred style let us know and give us the list. If you use us for design & 
manufacture we don’t charge extra for these illustrations.

• HISTORICAL & ARCHAEOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATIONS. We work with a 
number of specialist illustrators and can create images for you. These would be 
priced as part of a quote and after we have discussed your requirements.

• ARCHIVE IMAGES. Old black and white photos or postcards can be a real asset 
to interpretation design. Visitors love seeing them they create an evocative feel to 
the sign, tell a story and also print really well.

• MAPS. We can work from your own electronic artwork for maps or can create 
artwork for you. Design styles can vary from simple park or town maps to complex 
bird’s eye view illustrations. Please call to discuss.

The illustrations above show examples of Shelley wildlife illustrations, historical 
images and a simple map. Also illustrated is an archive image. Our detailed Design 
Service leaflet can be downloaded.

NATURAL HISTORY ILLUSTRATIONS

HISTORICAL WATERCOLOURS

ARCHIVE IMAGES

MAPS

INTERPRETATION PANEL IN OAK LECTERN

YOUR ARTWORK
If you have a preferred graphic designer we are happy to work from your own digital artwork. Files can be uploaded to 
us electronically and we will send you a paper proof, normally half size, so you can do a last check of the design, layout 
and colours. It is surprising how often small grammatical errors are not spotted on the screen or an A4 proof but can’t be 
missed at size or half size!



BROWN RAT (RATTUS NORVEGICUS) is a brown or 
grey rodent with a head and body up to 28cm (11 inches) 
long. It is the most successful mammal on the planet 
alongside humans! They are regarded as a pest and 
you can help reduce the numbers at the ponds by not 
feeding bread to the ducks or � sh.

WILDLIFE FOUND AT 
VALLEY PONDS

Valley Ponds is managed by Newhaven 
Town Council, 18 Fort Road, Newhaven 
BN9 9QE, tel: 01273 516100 email admin@
newhaventowncouncil.gov.uk

COMMON TOAD (BUF0 BUFO)
Toads usually lie hidden during the day but become active at night hunting for invertebrates. 
Toads were once extremely common at these Ponds but unfortunately numbers have 
declined both here and nationally with pollution and tra�  c sited as partial reasons.

SMOOTH NEWT (LISSTRITON 
VULGARIS)  is the most common newt 
found throughout Britain and Ireland. 
They are olive green or pale brown with a 
bright orange, black speckled underside.

COMMON FROG (RANA TEMPORARIA) 
is a semi-aquatic amphibian found 
throughout Britain and Ireland in almost any 
habitat where suitable breeding ponds are 
nearby. Common frogs have smooth skin 
that varies in colour from grey, olive green 
and yellow to brown and have long legs 
enabling them to jump quickly.

MOORHEN (GALLINULA CHLOROPUS)
is a blackish bird with a bright yellow and 
red beak and long green legs. They are 
closely related to the slightly larger coots.

COOT (FULICA ATRA) 
is black with a distinctive white beak 
and a white shield above the beak 
which earns it the title bald. Hence 
the saying as bald as a coot. Coots 
tend to be aggressive at times.

MALLARD (ANOS PLATYRHYNCHOS)
is found in many countries throughout the world. It is a 
large and heavy looking duck with a long body and a long 
broad bill. The male has a dark green head, a yellow bill 
and is mainly purple brown on the breast with a grey body.

REED WARBLER
(ACROCEPHALUS ARUNDINACEUS) 
is a summer visitor to the U.K. 
It is a warm brown colour above 
and bu�  coloured underneath. 
It weaves its nest as a sling 
between two or three reeds and 
lays between three and � ve eggs.

HERON (ARCLEA CINEREA)
is a tall predatory wading bird with 
long legs and a long beak. They have 
grey, black and white feathering and 
usually breed in colonies in trees 
known as heronries.

PIPISTRELLE BAT
(PIPISTRELLUS PIPISTRELLUS) 
is a fast, agile � ier often seen 
around the Valley Ponds. They 
emerge at dusk to feed on insects 
for a couple of hours before 
returning to their roosts in trees, 
buildings and bat boxes. 

DAUBENTONS BAT
(MYOTIS CLAUBENTONII)
is often seen at Valley ponds. They like lakes, 
ponds and reservoirs where they can be seen 
skimming the waters for insect prey.

DESIGN STYLE
It is easy to squeeze too much onto a panel and takes discipline to create ‘less’! We strongly recommend that an interpretation 
panel should be seen as an introduction to the subject—use leaflets and websites for more detail. A target of 250 words is 
engaging for visitors and with great quality illustrations allows an interesting design to be created.

A well thought out panel should be relevant to the location, reveal something interesting and provoke a reaction in the 
audience. Can you help visitors think or see something differently? High resolution files of these good examples can be 
downloaded by clicking on the name.

WHAT SIZE PANEL
Panel size will depend on content and the site specific location. The most popular size is A1 (841 x 594mm), but panels can 
be any size and some clients prefer a series of smaller panels with each one covering a theme.

As a guide to sizes the Totnes Garden Trail is an A1 size panel, the Wildflower Border is A3 size on a single leg lectern. By 
contrast the Rapid’s sign was 450 x 1200mm and mounted in a substantial oak structure.

BROXBOURNE COUNCIL CASTLE WALK STONEBRIDGE PARK LANDSCAPE & HABITAT

OLD RIVER DOVE WILDFLOWER MEADOWS CULM HEAD AIRFIELD PLANTS IDENTIFICATION

GRP SIGN IN VERTICAL OAK FRAME A3 SINGLE LECTERN GRP SIGN IN OAK MONOLITH



WHAT MATERIAL
At Shelley Signs we print and produce panels in-house which gives us total control over the process. Our Mimaki printer offers 
exceptional print quality, vibrant colours and clear text. Finished with our Encapsulated Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) process 
the finished sign is robust and durable—graffiti can be easily cleaned, colour fastness is excellent with a 10 year warranty 
against fading. Please request a sample.

The examples below show our printer in operation as well as giving examples of text and colour reproduction qualities. Gauge 
boards are produced in the same GRP material and are evidence of how durable and robust the material is.

WHAT FIXINGS
The fixing structure is an important part of the overall panel design with an attractive frame, appropriate for the surroundings, 
helping to enhance the display. The most popular options are powder coated aluminium and oak lectern frames but Shelley 
offer a wide variety of standard frames and also produce bespoke frames to order.

Oak will weather down over time to develop a silvery sheen while the powder coated options will be stable. Traditionally 
Oak is used in rural settings and metal in urban locations—we advise clients to select the most appropriate framing option for 
the site from an aesthetic view.

In-house printing GAUGE BOARDS

TEXT QUALITY

CLEANING GRAFFITI

VIBRANT COLOURS

GRP SIGN IN OAK LECTERN

GRP SIGN IN ALUMINIUM LECTERN

GRP SIGN IN OAK LECTERN



Shelley Signs Limited, 54 Cartmel Drive, Harlescott, Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 3TB
Telephone: 01743 460996    Email: sales@shelleysigns.co.uk 

Web: www.shelleysigns.co.uk

HOW TO ORDER
For most clients we prepare a formal quotation—this will cover information about size, quantity, who is preparing the artwork 
& what fixings are required. You can email this information or call us on 01743 460996 to discuss. We can accept instructions 
to proceed by email and normally raise an invoice when the signs have been despatched.

USEFUL LINKS
Please follow these links to download more detailed pages and information or visit www.shelleysigns.co.uk Please also call to 
discuss your project, we are always happy to chat through options and ideas.

• Budget Prices
• Artwork & Design
• Materials
• Framing Options
• Finger Posts
• Notice Boards

INSTALLING
If you are planning and budgeting for an Interpretation Panels project don’t forget the installation cost. Most of our clients 
arrange installing using local teams or volunteers but Shelley do offer an install service and can quote accordingly.

LOCATION
Location is an important consideration—ideally an Interpretation panel will be located with hard standing and in an area where 
people stopping to read it will not block other visitors. Panels will be easier to keep clean if they are not located under trees.

GRP SIGN WITH NOTICEBOARD AND PITCHED ROOF SHELTER

INTERNAL WALL GRAPHICS

TACTILE INTERPRETATION SANDBLASTED TIMBER


